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Van der Waals (VdW) Solids, such as graphene and transition metal dichalcogenides,
have shown tremendous potentials as novel electronic and quantum materials.
Research of our group centers around characterizing thermal and electron transport in
VdW solids with ultrafast laser spectroscopy. For thermal transport measurement, a
picosecond laser acts as a heating pulse to increase the sample surface temperature,
another continuous wave laser monitors the surface temperature change with time,
from which thermal conductivity can be determined. Using our home-built transient
thermoreflectance (TTR) spectrometer, we studied the change of thermal conductivity
of MoS2 under extreme strain, and observed ~8 times enhancement under 9%
compressive strain. A grating imaging technique was also developed to measure the inplane thermal conductivity. For electron transport characterization, a femtosecond
laser excites electrons from valence band to conduction band, and another
femtosecond laser monitors the surface reflectivity change with femtosecond time
resolution, from which details of ultrafast carrier dynamics can be revealed. I will
present a couple of case studies in MoSe2 and ReS2. A similar grating imaging
technique has been implemented to measure carrier diffusion in graphene.
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